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Twlve experienced lale wight lifters perfond a nbound beach press lift anl a non-rebound bench press
lift. Cineaatographic anl force data were obtainad pertaining to the use of elastic strain energy and the
eccentric I d ewmtered during the nbounl bench press lift. The stiffness of sach subjectls series elastic
mmponent (SEC) vas also d e t e r i d , using an oscillation technique perfoned in a position specific to the
tench press mvements. It vas established that the variability betveen subjects in the use of elastic enerqy iias
largely accounted for by the stiffness of tbe SE and tbe eccentric load. The utilization of elastic strain
enerqy i n the rebound bench press lift vas ravkized uhen a lifter p y e s d a SEC which, when under naximal
tension, vas highly compliant (ie a stiffness value less than 12000 11- ) and experienced an eccentric load of
20 to 35 Ns of impulse, additional to bar wiqht, duriq the final 150 IS of the eccentric phase of the lift.

The performance of an eccentric mucvlar action toll& W i a t e l y by a concentric action is a comn
feature of Inma aovement. Indeed this stretch-shorten cycle (SSC) mvement pattern is apparent in minq,
jumping, throwing, hitt~ngand lifting activities. The rationale behind the use of the SSC is that it auq3ent.s
the concent:ic phase of mvemt, resultinq in an increase in both wrk and p w r fAsnussen and Bonde-Petersen,
1974a: CavagM et al., 1963) and enhanced mvement efficiency ( Asmussen and Bode-Petersen, 1974b: Thys et a l . ,
1972) when compared to similar mvements perfond witbout prior stretch. Such observatiom are coswnly
explained as king a consequerce of the utilization of elastic strain energy [Alewander and Bemet-clark, 13;:~.
The mechanics underlying the use of elastic strain enexyy in SSC activities is a simple process, anaioqous
t o stretching an elastic band and releasing it. During a resisted counter-lovement Ule compliant regions of the
musculo-tenduous unit, the SEC, are extended and consequently store elastic strain energy. On noveoent reverjal
the extended regions recoil to their origindl forn and in so doing a portion of the stored strain ener?y is
r?covered to produce potential and/or kinetic energy that ray augrent the subsequent concentric action.
hro independent variab!es which are logically related to the utilization of elastic energy in SSC mvem:s
are: i ) The stiffness of the SEC, and i i ) The eccentric load. The purpose of this study was to examine to hat
extent these variables accounted for the variability betsubjects i n the use of elastic energy in ssc
movements,and to determine what values of SEC stiffness and eccentric load allow for the optiml use of elastic
strain energy in S f novements. The mvement paradiya used to examine W e questions was the bench press lift.
The bench press is a ppular ~ s C exercise which lends itself to tbe storage ard release of strain energy
(Elliott et al., 1989). me lift is performed whilst lying face up on a hnch. A bar is lowered to the chest and
sbsequently raised again to arms lenqth by forces primarily exerted about the elbow and shoulder joints.
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nielve experienced male bench pressers of varying ability served as subjects in this study. Subjects1,age,
height, wight, years of training, and perceived mim bench prwas are outlined in Table 1. All subjects
mere i n current trainiq at the time of testing and signed an informed consent document prior to their
participation i n the study.
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* UP

= PcbDlmd beneb pnrs
*WBP = Purely coaceatric kncb press
The experbent involved subjats participating i n tw testiq sessions &ich uere separated by
approximately seven days. lbe first testing occasion involved the determination of each subject's SEC stiffness
using an oscillation tecbnipue perfomd in a position specific to the S C portion of the bench press lift. ?he
second testirq session required subjects to p r f o n tw bench press lifts. These involved a SSC rebcund bench
press (RBP) and a puLly coaccntric bench p W (PCBP), uhere the mvenent as initiated fro1 the cbest, without
prior stretch. ibis session provided data p r b i n i q to tbe utilization of elastic energy in the SSC mveaent
and the eccentric load experienced by each subject.

One in-vivo metbod Of d e t e ~ n i r qtbe viscoelksticity of human usculature is to gently perturb a loaded
ausculo-tendim unit and ncord tbe free mpowe of the system (Shorten, 1987). The resulting daqxd
oscillation (Figure 1) can be lodelled by a second order linear equation and the stiffness (k) of the system can
by determined by the follwbq equation:

k = tnf2,Z + c2/4m
where n = mss of the syrten
me damped natural fnqu~ncy( f ) was quantified as the inverse of the priod bebeen successive force peaks
(lp Pig.1). ¶'be daqhg coefficient (c) was deternined by plotting the natural log of peak forces against tiw
and obtaining the slop of tk line.
1

Figure 1: Dapd o~cillatian
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The oscillations w e recorded from subjects f i l e they naintained a quasistatic m d a r action in
a position specific to tbe bench press mvemt. To c o l w c e the pmccdare a s t . olyqic bar uas lovered as
if to perton a UP, however the m e m t uas t e h t e d approxhtely 3 a above the cbest. As this position
uas maintained an external force of approximately 100 II uas briefly (150-200 BS) applied to the middle of the
bar vith a darn&
push of the experiPenterls bacds.
Subjectr were instructed t o maintain a constant level of mscular activity and not respond to the
pertmtution during the oscillation of the bar. Such an uxurrence vas d t o r e d by E
X electrodes placed wer
th prtoralis, deltoids, triceps brachii and biap brachii m l e gro~prand displayed on a m i t o r screen of
an IX-FC coqatible coprtcr. When subjects d a l h t e l y foxad tbo orcillations, discrete cyclic bursts of EXG
activity nn obscnad and the trial uas repeatel.
lifteen oscillations caqrhbg three triab at five progressiwly heavier loads were recorded for each
subject. lbe loads vcn calculated as a percentage of tbe m b j ~ V spuaived l a r k RBP and represented 15t,
lot, 451, 60t and 70: of the subject's perceived larirp. h d s above 70t were not used as they w ~ l dnot be
reliably maintained in a stable position for the duration of the oscillation technique, as tbe bar tended ta
contact th chert following the perturbation.
6) TBE BENCB PREES
To ensure that subjects adopted a perforaance maxiairing mveaent strategy a rarimal load vas required.
Rius both tach press mvemts w e performed at 95t of a subject's perceived maxim for each mvemt
condition (Table 1). Prior to liftinq each subject performed their stardard warm-up, vhich included several sets
of progressively increasing loads. Each subject ws given as ucb recovery tire betveen lifts as desired.

Both tk kncb press and oscillation wvements mere performed m a knch that vas rigidly munt2d to
a force platfon (Kistler 92818) by four bolts. me vertical and horizontal coqonents of force from *hsr
mvements wre recorded on disc. T k bench press lifts vere f i l d at 100 fps by a 16 M Pbotosonics high sped
amer.2 attached to a rigid tripod and fitted vith a lens of 25 n focal length. The cacara vas set with
a shutter angle of 45 degrees giving an exposure ti= of 11800 s. The camera vas position perpendicular ta tne
sagittal plane of mtion of the subject and bar.
MALYSIS AND TREARWT OP DATA

The performance difference betveen the PCBP and RBP lifts a s , for tbe purposes of this study, assumed t;,
be dorinantly caused thrwgh the utilization of elastic strain energy. me use of such energy vas quantified as

follovs:
Elastic energy use ( t ) = (RBP Inpulse PCBP Inpulse) /REP bpulse * lOOt &re impulse vas calculated over the
first 0.37s of the concentric phase of each lift. This ti= period bas detellined after exanination of force
time ard power-time curves of the PCBP and RBP lifts revealed that for all subjects the aqntation to
performance derived from prior stretch vas no longer evident 0.37 s into concentric mtion. Such an observation
is consistent with previous research (Chapm and Caldvell, 1985).
Throughcat the final portions of the eccentric phase of the RBP lift subjects experienced relatively laqe
forces. k i n g this final approriaate 150 ss of bar descent subjects vere apparently storiq elastic energy i n
their SEC t o be released during tbe initial concentric mtion. The eccentric load encountered by each subject
during this period vas puantified by integratiq the force produced, above bar veiqht, with respect to tire over
this 150 rs epoch.
A second-order dual pass Butterwrth digital filter ws used to smth the position-time data at a cut-of:
frequency of 5 BE. Velocity data wre subsequently derived via the process of silple finite difference calculus.
Ibe fila data provided p s i t i o ~ linformation vhich vas used to delinit tbe RBP mwment into its descent and
ascent phaw. The velocity data, used i n conjunction vitb force data, alloued for the calculation of the
instantaneous p w r exerted on the bar. By integrating the power-ti= curve viU! respect to tiw the mrk
~rcducedduring each lift vas determined.
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SEC stiffws (ie the value of SEC stiffness achieved
Tu experimentally deternine wbat value of &l
during lariaal loading of tbe w l a t u r e ) opUzed the utilization of elastic strain energy in the SEC
stiffness ws correlated qabt tb nse of elastic q .
A highly significant [p < 0.01 ) correlation
coefficient of -0.718 ws c b h e d (Figure 2). This implies that the SEC stiffness value alcne accounts for
approxhtely 52\ of the *HIEe in the use of elastic energy. PIlrthor it strongly indicates that the optimal
stiffness of the SEC is tmads the compliant erd of the elasticity continuum. In fact during the initial

b

e

portion of y t r i c mtion (d the BBe lift tbe five wt cosgliant subjects (average w h l SEC stiffness of
13621.6 11 f f 1214.9) releaeed an additional mean of 411.7 J of elastic strain
due to prior stretch,
vbereas the five stiffest wrbjects (average wiaal SEC stiffness of 22274.9 11 r f 3103.4) only released an
additional mn of 12.8 J of elastic strain enrqy derived from prior stretch. These findings confin previous
postulations of Bvaqna (1977) and Shorten (1987) that a coqlidnt SEC vould rarhize the utilization of elastic
strain energy in SSC mverpeats.
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Figure 2: Correlation between SEC stiffness a d the use of elastic energy
BJ ECCEKlRlC LOAD

The eccentric load experienced should logically be related to strain energy storage, and thus associated
with th utilization of elastic energy. The best 'least squares' fit to the use of elastic energy (y) versus
eccentric load (x) data ws the quadratic relationship:

.

-

y = f ( x ) = 6.9295 t 0.8989~ 0.01576x2
lhis equation provided a significant fit t o the erperiaental data ( p < 0.05) with a cwfficient of quadratic
correlation of 0.124. Tbe relationship is depicted in Figure 3. The implication frm this asuriation is that
tbe eccentric load experienced duriq the final 150 m of a REP lift accounts for approximately 521 of the
variance in tbe utilization of elastic strain energy in the SSC mvenent. A skilar relationship b e a n
eccentric load and tbe use of elastic energy has been reported by a numter of authors i n evperirents involving
drop jump3 fma various hei#ts (Asmussen and Bode-Petersen, 1974a; Iomi and Bosco, 1978).
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ECCEHTRK: WSE ( M I
Quadratic regression between eccentric load and use of elastic energy

CONCLUSIONS AllO IIIPLICATIONS FOR PFRR)WKE
The utilization of elastic strain energy in a SSC m v m t wuld appear to be determined to a large extent
by the SEC stiffness of the lu~culatureperformiq the mmt and the eccentric load encountered. To maxilire
the utilization of elastic strain energy in the RBP l i f t the maximal stiffness of the SEC should be towards the
compliant end of the elasticity continuur (greatest elastic energy utilization achieved with the mst compliant
SEC ie 12 015 N il,
Figure 2) and an eccentric load of between 20 to I5 Us of inpulse, above bar wight,
encountered durinq tk final 150 m of the descent phase (Figure 3).
The eccentric load muld appear to be a perforsance variable tbat is easily ncdifiable as i t is dependent
entirely on the bar descent strategy adopted by the lifter. Thus given the appropriate feedback a per:orace
maxinizinq descent strateqy could be obtained. Enhancing the compliance of the SEC is a possibility that has yet
t o be explored and research is currently in progress to eranine if flexibility training will achieve this er.:.
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